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QUESTION 1

You want your skill to transfer conversations over to Oracle Service Cloud customer service representatives. Which type
of channel do you create to enable the skill to do this? 

A. Applications 

B. System 

C. Agent Integrations 

D. Users 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/solutions/handoff-skill-to-live-agent/transfer-users-skill-bot-
liveagent1.html#GUID-237F078E-94FF-4A4B-9B70-CA04D619C49F 

 

QUESTION 2

You want your skill to output the size of the pizza that was ordered.. Which FreeMarker operation must you use 

A. "You ordered a ${size[0]} pizza." 3) 

B. "You ordered a ${size} pizza." :) 

C. "You ordered a ${size.value} pizza. 

D. "You ordered a ${size.string} pizza." 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are advised to implement an 80/20 split with training and test utterances. This means that 80% of new 

utterances harvested from the conversation logs should be used as intent training utterances and 20% for 

testing. 

Why is this a good practice? 

A. Adding 100% of user phrases to the intent would overload the model. 

B. Batch testing works more efficiently when there is a ratio of one test utterance for every five training utterances. 

C. By performing an 80/20 split, you are randomizing which data is added to the utterances. 

D. By keeping 20% for testing, you are able to test the model with data on which it has not been specifically trained. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

In reviewing a colleague\\'s code, you note the following code in the dialog flow which takes user input and replaces the
words "authorized user" or "auth user" with "AU" before then calling the intent resolution in the dialog flow with the
altered string. "${utterance.value?replace(\\'authorized user|auth user\\', \\'AU\\',\\'r\\')}" 

Why would your colleague have done this? 

A. The sentence is being normalized by replacing different versions of words such that they are aligned with the term
used in the training utterances. 

B. By replacing "Authorized" and "auth", one is able to bypass the usual authentication mechanism, which requires a
user to log on. 

C. "Authorized" and "auth" are reserved words and would fail intent resolution. 

D. The above code has no impact on intent resolution. 

E. The language tag is being changed to Australian (AU) to better match the language of the training utterances. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are writing a dialog flow and you are at the end of the conversation. For the final state, you are not sure whether to
use a return transition or use a next transition that goes to the start of the dialog flow. Which statement is true? 

A. The next and return transitions are the same and you can use them interchangeably. 

B. The return transition goes to the start of the dialog flow and resets all variables, whereas next simply navigates. 

C. The next transition automatically clears variables on navigation, whereas return doesn\\'t. 

D. The next transition can only be used for forward navigation in the flow. 

Correct Answer: D 
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